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Like FoxNews, Infowars is doing good work right now pushing back against masks and vaccines, but I
showed you in a recent paper how Infowars is a front for the rich by reprinting misleading articles from
Mises.org. In today's reprint, McCoy Dorr from Mises is pushing that the Capital Gains Tax needs to
be abolished. This has been a top desire of the rich for decades, so unless you are very rich you should
be against it. The increase in this tax for the wealthiest is one of the good things in the current tax bill,
though it is somewhat difficult to believe it is there. I suspect it will be jettisoned before passage, and
that this article from Mises is just greasing the skids for that.
Dorr tells us that the tax is bad for new start-up businesses, preventing them from prospering, but
unless those start-ups are huge, that isn't true. The tax has always been graduated, and will continue to
be under the new bill, so it won't affect most normal people starting or maintaining small businesses.
Small businesses generally have small profit margins and low totals, so the top tier of the tax won't
even begin to apply to them. Raising the top tier to 43.4% will affect only the most profitable
businesses, and those businesses are the ones already benefitting from the way the world is set up.
They are the Phoenicians with the connections and the sweetheart deals, so you don't need to feel sorry
for them or protect them from taxation.
Under the conservative trend that has ruled since the 1970s, Capital Gains Taxes have been gutted, and
they have been far too low for far too long. They have also not been enforced, and most rich people
find some way to dodge them. So raising them back up and putting teeth in them is a good idea.
Which is why I say it is unlikely to happen. The rich people own and run the government, more now
than ever, so it doesn't seem like a likely time to see this go into effect. Possibly they will include it as
a smokescreen, to make us think the rich are being taxed again, while continuing to ignore it in
practice.
But my point in this paper is to remind you how strange it is to see Infowars pushing abolishing the
Capital Gains Tax. That doesn't fit Jones' “protecting the little guy” spiel, or his crusade against the
New World Order. But I guess it does fit in with his strange claim to be a conservative. Historically,
being conservative meant you were on the side of the rich, and only recently (past 40 years) has that
flipped. Now, “conservative” has been disconnected from any economic policy and has been redefined
in terms of your social stances. If you are for old fashioned values of any sort, you are supposed to
define yourself as conservative, even if you hate the rich. As I have been saying for a long time, this
muddle was created on purpose, because they have been trying to push social conservatives to the
Republican Party since the time of Reagan, and before. This is perverse, but most don't see that. They
don't understand how strange it is to have the American middle class and working class supporting the
Republican Party—always and still the party of the rich.
Does that mean I am pushing you back to the Democratic Party? Heaven forbid. Both parties are now
explicitly owned by the rich, and the policies of both parties are fascist as a matter of economics,
control, and Constitutionality. You should refuse to call yourself either a liberal or a conservative,
since both words have been destroyed. You should refuse to vote Red or Blue, since both parties have
been destroyed. The system is corrupt and there is very little to salvage. It is time for the people to rise

up and start over.
Which is not to say I am Communist or Socialist. The farthest thing from it. The powers that be want
you to think that any Revolution must be Communist or Socialist, but that was never true and isn't true
now. The American Revolution wasn't Socialist, was it? It was Republican, and there is a big
difference. As I have shown you, Communism was invented by the rich to displace Republicanism,
turning it completely to crud on purpose. But that could easily be reversed, by ditching any and all
Communist rhetoric and history and returning to original principles, many of which really were
enumerated in our founding documents. I have shown that our founding fathers mainly used
Republicanism as a smokescreen, pretending to embrace these ideals while not really do so, but that no
longer matters. What matters is that we could take those ideals seriously and adhere to them in
practice, rather than in word only. We could extend and bolster the Constitution, making sure it isn't
treated as “just a goddamned piece of paper”. We could pull down the obscenely rich criminals
currently running the world and get involved again in our own governance, not as Communist
apparatchiks, but as a true hierarchy based on merit and work.
The time for that has never been riper. But in order for it to happen, you have to put down the bong,
turn off the TV, throw the meds and booze in the trash, and slap yourself awake. You need to talk to
your neighbors and start preparing NOW. You need to quit being a floor that everyone walks on and
turn yourself into a wall that no one can pass through.

